Adult Community Service Requirements

Adult Community Service Program Requirements:
- You must be at least 18 years of age.
- You must be able to volunteer independently.
- You must need a minimum of 20 hours.
- You must commit to a weekly, pre-approved schedule until your hours are completed.
- Court Orders: You are not eligible for this program if you:
  - Have a felony
  - Have a theft charge or conviction
  - Have been charged with or convicted of any sexual or violent crimes
  - Have been charged with or convicted of animal cruelty/neglect related crimes
- Must present Photo ID on first day
- Must provide contact information for person/court in charge of overseeing your hours are completed
- Must be able to communicate professionally, as human interaction is a requirement
- Must understand and fulfill all responsibilities of their role independently
- Must read and comprehend detailed policy and protocol information, as well as being able to remember and follow shelter rules
- Must physically fulfill the duties of chosen Volunteer Position.
  - Most volunteer positions require volunteers to: can stand, and/or walk for at least 2 hours; be able to lift and carry up to 20 lbs.; be able to reach and lift; possess vision abilities including close vision, distance vision and depth perception;
- Must be able to emotionally manage a workplace that can be stressful with a positive attitude